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Abstract

A systematic approach to the adaptation of XML documents andtheir DTDs is developed. The ap-

proach facilitates the evolution of XML-based formats. There are two essential ideas. Firstly, changes

in the formats of documents are represented as stepwise transformations on the underlying DTDs.

Secondly, the corresponding migration of the XML data is largely induced by the DTD transforma-

tions. The presentation focuses on concepts of format evolution, namely roles of corresponding trans-

formations, properties of the transformations, and expressiveness to implement the transformations.

1 Introduction

The XML-age XML (cf. [31]) is more and more used as interchange format in distributed, client-

server, intra- and internet applications. It also finds its way to specific application domains to serve as

storage and exchange format, e.g., for abstract syntax trees or intermediate representations in language

processing. XML is usually employed back-to-back with DTDs(document type definitions; cf. [31])

in order to constrain the XML documents according to a specific format. In a non-trivial application

architecture of the XML-age, various components cooperatebased on various interchange formats

(i.e., DTDs) serving as contracts between the components. The underlying data might be stored in a

database (presumably according to some relational or object-oriented database schema). XML data is

obtained via database queries. XML data might also be managed in a database or in a file system in a

more native manner. The components of the application querythe database, access XML files, or they

obtain the (XML) data from other components. The data to be presented to the user as spreadsheets,

active web-pages, reports etc. is also encoded as XML data.

Evolution of XML/DTD In many application contexts of XML, the formats regulated by the un-

derlying DTDs are repeatedly changed, either due to maintenance requirements, or due to refactoring,

or due to independent evolution of one of the components. Also, if different components need to in-

teract, often the corresponding interfaces need to be matched up—especially if the interaction was not
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anticipated (cf. [7]). In the present paper, we show that thesystematic evolution of DTDs can usually

be represented by a number of atomic transformation steps which in turn induce a transformation for

XML document migration. The resultingevolution by transformationapproach is outlined in Fig-

ure 1. While XML document transformation is an established concept, the intertwined treatment of

format change and document migration has not been addressedelsewhere in depth. Such a treatment

contributes toformat and document reengineering. The overall approach is not too much dependent

on XML/DTD. The concepts should also be of value for other technical settings of format evolution,

e.g., for proprietary formats, or for the setting of SGML (cf. [28]). The approach is also applicable to

XML schema languages other than DTD, e.g., XML Schema (cf. [32, 33, 34]) or DSD (cf. [24]).
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Figure 1. Induced XML document migration

Databases and XML We should point out that our approach to format evolution is only sensible if

the DTDs and XML documents at hand are the primary artifacts,that is, if XML is used as interchange

or storage format in the first place. By contrast, if the XML data originates from database queries,

and the underlying DTD corresponds to a (relational or an object-oriented) database schema (cf. [29]),

then the database schema and the database instance are the primary artifacts. Consequently, we had to

focus on a (database) schema evolution as opposed to a (DTD) format evolution. There is a large body

of research on database re- and reverse engineering dealingwith the problem of schema evolution and

instance mapping (cf. [9]). As an aside, if XML data is solelymanagedin a database according to

some mapping (cf. [17]), we still consider DTDs and XML documents as the primary artifacts.

Structure of the paper In Section 2, we present our approach in a nutshell, that is, we examine a

few scenarios of transforming DTDs, and we indicate in what sense the DTD transformation steps

induce a migration for XML documents. In Section 3, we define some terms to reason about DTD

and XML transformations. In the subsequent two sections, wesystematically examine roles of format

evolution, that is, transformations for DTDs and XML documents. There are two groups: In Sec-

tion 4, transformations for refactoring are studied. In Section 5, structure-extending and -reducing

transformations are studied. The assumption underlying our approach is that the evolution of a format

can be represented as a number of transformation steps according to the identified roles. The paper is

concluded in Section 6 including a discussion of related work.



Disclaimer Due to space constraints and the complexity of XML, we can only cover a (nevertheless

substantial) fragment of the full expressiveness of XML andDTDs. As for the element type declara-

tions, we only cover the form that children are precisely specified (as opposed to the optionsANY or

MIXED), and the form#PCDATA (which is a specific instance ofMIXED). Also, we do not consider

entity declarations at all. Furthermore, we only consider the attribute typeCDATA, and enumerated

types. In fact, the treatment of other attribute types is notstraightforward. The treatment ofIDs and

IDREFs, for example, requires to deal explicitly with referencesin a document.
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2 The approach in a nutshell

We will explain the rationale for our approach to format evolution by a few illustrative transformations

on a simple sample DTD, and a corresponding XML document. Figure 2 shows a DTD for music

albums, whereas Figure 3 shows an XML document with a particular album. The example has been

adopted from [30].

<!ELEMENT album (title, artist, recording?, catalogno*, player+, track*, notes)>
<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT artist (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT recording EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST recording date CDATA #IMPLIED
place CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT catalogno EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST catalogno label CDATA #REQUIRED

number CDATA #REQUIRED
format (CD | LP | MiniDisc) #IMPLIED
releasedate CDATA #IMPLIED
country CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT player EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST player name CDATA #REQUIRED

instrument CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT track EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST track title CDATA #REQUIRED
credit CDATA #IMPLIED
timing CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT notes (#PCDATA | albumref | trackref)*>
<!ATTLIST notes author CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT albumref (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST albumref link CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT trackref (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST trackref link CDATA #IMPLIED>

Figure 2. A DTD for music albums



<?xml version=’1.0’?>
<!DOCTYPE album SYSTEM "album.dtd">
<album>
<title>Time Out</title>
<artist>Dave Brubeck Quartet</artist>
<recording date="June-August 1959" place="NYC"/>
<catalogno label=’Columbia’ number=’CL 1397’ format=’mono’/>
<catalogno label=’Columbia’ number=’CPK 1181’ format=’LP’ country=’Korea’/>
<player name=’Dave Brubeck’ instrument=’piano’/>
<player name=’Eugene Wright’ instrument=’bass’/>
<player name=’Joe Morello’ instrument=’drums’/>
<track title=’Blue Rondo &agrave; la Turk’ credit=’Brubeck’ timing=’6m42s’/>
<track title=’Strange Meadow Lark’ credit=’Brubeck’ timing=’7m20s’/>
<track title=’Take Five’ credit=’Desmond’ timing=’5m24s’/>
<track title=’Three To Get Ready’ credit=’Brubeck’ timing=’5m21s’/>
<notes> <trackref link=’#3’>Take Five</trackref> is a famous jazz track of
that period. See also <albumref link=’cbs-tfo’>Time Further Out</albumref>.
</notes>

</album>

Figure 3. A music album as XML document

2.1 Restructuring

Let us assume that the structure of thealbum element type is going to be somewhat richer than

originally declared in Figure 2. In particular, there will be further personnel than just players. To

prepare for that enrichment, wefold player+ to obtain an element typepersonnel. The relevant

fragment of the adapted DTD is the following:

<!ELEMENT album (title, artist, recording?, catalogno*, personnel, track*, notes)>
<!ELEMENT personnel (player+)>

At the data level, that is, for XML documents, the element tags forpersonnel have to be inserted

accordingly. Thus, we get the following:

<personnel>
<player name=’Dave Brubeck’ instrument=’piano’/>
<player name=’Eugene Wright’ instrument=’bass’/>
<player name=’Joe Morello’ instrument=’drums’/>

</personnel>

The important thing to notice here is that the XML transformation is inducedby the DTD transfor-

mation: Performing a fold at the DTD level, the necessary migration of XML data to witness folding

is (completely) determined.

2.2 Enrichment

Let us carry on with the evolution. We want to add some structural component to the element type

personnel, namely we want to support an optional manager. Thus, we get the following extended

definition ofpersonnel, and a definition ofmanager:

<!ELEMENT personnel (player+, manager?)>
<!ELEMENT manager EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST manager name CDATA #REQUIRED>



Actually, this transformation consists of two steps, namely the introduction ofmanager, and the

enrichment of the structure ofpersonnel to include an optional manager. The introduction step

does not affect the XML level because all original element types are preserved. As for the enrichment

step, a decision is due. Do we insert actual managers or not? Since the manager is optional, we can

decide to leave the field formanager blank. Thus, we can say that the XML transformation induced

by the enrichment ofpersonnel is the identity mapping.

2.3 Attributes to elements conversion

As a final example, let us consider the problem of turning attributes into elements. Consider, for

example, the element type declaration forrecording in Figure 2. Arecording element does

not have children but it might carry attributes. Suppose we want to change the status of the attributes

date andplace to become element types. Thus, we want to derive the following DTD:

<!ELEMENT recording (date?, place?)>
<!ELEMENT date (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT place (#PCDATA)>

The induced XML transformation is somewhat involved.CDATA needs to be coerced to#PCDATA.

Attribute lists have to be converted to elements. The migratedrecording element is the following:

<recording> <date>June-August 1959</date> <place>NYC</place> </recording>

This concludes our introductory list of examples. The purpose of the paper is to systematically study

the roles involved in DTD transformations, and the induced XML transformations.

2.4 Transformation technology

The most obvious language candidate for XML transformationis XSLT (cf. [36]). In fact, throughout

the paper, we will use XSLT to illustrate some of the XML transformations which we employ for

format evolution. Lacking an obvious candidate for DTD transformations, the transformations at the

DTD level are described verbally. If we resorted to XML-based XML schema representations (as

opposed to DTDs) such as XML Schema (cf. [32, 33, 34]), we can also use XSLT (or any other XML

transformation language) for encoding the schema transformations.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="*|@*|comment()|processing-instruction()|text()">
<xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates select="*|@*|comment()|processing-instruction()|text()"/>

</xsl:copy>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Figure 4. The identity transformation in XSLT



In Figure 4, we describe, for example, an identity function on XML documents in XSLT. The program

descends into all elements and reconstructs them identically. The program is useful as a starting point

for more meaningful XML transformations which are specific about certain patterns but behave like

identity most of the time. The identity function is encoded with a single XSLT template which applies

to all elements (cf.match="*|..."), all attributes (cf.match="...|@*|...") and others (i.e.,

comments, processing instructions, and text). Tags are copied (cf. <xsl:copy>). The template

recursively descends into all children (cf.<xsl:apply-templates ...>).

Despite the popularity of XSLT, our experiments clearly indicated that XSLT is not really convenient

for some transformations involved in format evolution. We will detail this experience in Section 6.

We will also discuss other languages for XML transformationin Section 6.

3 Properties of transformations

We need a few terms to reason about the transformations for format evolution. Transformations are

functions, often partial ones. We are concerned with two levels: DTD transformations are (partial)

functions on DTD—the domain of all DTDs. XML transformations are (partial) functions on XML —

the domain of all XML documents. For every DTD transformation f we intend to supply aninduced

XML transformationf . Let us consider required or convenient properties off andf .

3.1 Well-formedness

All DTDs we process have to be well-formed. By well-formedness we mean that the DTDs are

deterministic / unambiguous (cf. [31, 6]). Furthermore, werequire a reducedness property in the

sense of context-free grammars (cf. [11]), that is, all element names used in element type declarations

are defined, and they are reachable from the root element, andall alternatives of all declarations are

feasible. As for XML documents, the standard regulates whatwell-formedness means. We restrict

XML to the set of all well-formed XML documents. Without furthermentioning, all subsequently

discussed DTD and XML transformations are constrained by animplicit postcondition to produce

well-formed outputs from well-formed inputs (or to fail otherwise).

3.2 Validity

Using XML terminology, an XML document is said to be valid w.r.t. a given DTD if the document is

formed according to the DTD. We use the notationd ⊢ x to express that an XML documentx ∈ XML

is valid w.r.t. a DTDd ∈ DTD. Informally, this means thatx can be derived fromd starting with the

root element ofd.1 A minimum requirement for an induced XML transformation is that validity is

preserved, say that the migrated XML data is valid (w.r.t. the adapted DTD):
1Here, we resort to terminology used for string languages, e.g., languages defined via context-free grammars.



Definition 1 Let f be a DTD transformation. The induced XML transformationf preserves validity

if for all d ∈ DTD andx ∈ XML with d ⊢ x it holds iff(d) andf(x) are defined, thenf(d) ⊢ f(x).

Example 1 The XML document from Figure 3 is valid w.r.t. the DTD in Figure 2. Consider the folding

step from Section 2.1. The migrated XML document with the additional tags forpersonnel is valid

w.r.t. the adapted DTD whereplayer+ has been folded topersonnel. Note that the original XML

document is not valid w.r.t. the adapted DTD.

3.3 Totality and partiality

DTD transformations are inherently partial because of applicability constraints. Of course, a DTD

transformation should be feasible, that is, there exist DTDs which the transformation is applicable to.

We should be able to describe precisely the applicability constraints for a DTD transformation.

Example 2 Folding is only feasible if the element name introduced by folding (cf. personnel in

Section 2.1) is fresh in the input DTD, and the particle to be folded (cf.player+ in Section 2.1) does

indeed occur. Otherwise, there are no preconditions for folding to succeed at the DTD level.

Ideally, we want an induced XML transformation to be total. In a sense, the DTD transformation

should be responsible for establishing all preconditions,and then the induced XML transformation

should be enabled. In this case, we speak of a total induced XML transformation:

Definition 2 Let f be a DTD transformation. The induced XML transformationf is total if for all

d ∈ DTD, x ∈ XML with d ⊢ x it holds thatf(d) is defined impliesf(x) is defined.

Example 3 We continue with the folding scenario from Example 2. The induced XML transformation

is indeed total because the insertion of the additional tagsfor personnel is feasible without further

preconditions.

In turns out that some induced XML transformations have to establish preconditions specific to the

data level. Consequently, these induced XML transformations are partial since they are supposed to

fail if the preconditions are not met by the XML document at hand.

Example 4 Consider, for example, a DTD with a particle “n?” for an optional element. Assume that

we want to enforce an obligatory element, that is, we have to replace “n?” by “ n”. A candidate for

the induced XML transformation is the identity mapping. However, for the sake of preserving validity,

we have to refuse XML data where the optional element is omitted.



3.4 Structure preservation

Starting at the DTD level of transformation, we would like tobe sure that the structure of the input

DTD is preserved by the transformation in some reasonable manner. At the XML level of transforma-

tion, we also want to be sure that the structure2 of the documents is preserved in a similar sense. We

indeed have to consider structure preservation at both levels: Given a structure-preserving DTD trans-

formation, the structure-preservation for a validity-preserving XML transformation is not implied.

There are different ways to formalise that a transformationis “well-behaved”. One classical approach—

often used in transformational programming (cf. [26])—is to identify semantics-preservingtransfor-

mations. For that purpose, one could define the semantics of aDTD as the set of all valid XML

documents admitted by the DTD. The problem is that this semantics is too concrete, i.e., there are

hardly semantics-preserving transformations in this sense. There is no obvious alternative semantics.

Furthermore, it is not clear how to lift semantics-preservation from the DTD level to the XML level.

This motivates our simple formalisation of structure preservation based onreversibility. This is also

a prominent approach in the context of database schema transformations (cf. [2]).

Definition 3 A transformationt is calledstructure-preserving, if t is a bijective function. The trans-

formationt is calledstructure-extending, if t is an injective but not a surjective function. The trans-

formationt is calledstructure-reducing, if t is not an injective function.

Example 5 Folding as exemplified in Section 2.1 is injective because there is an inverse at the DTD

level, that is, unfolding, and there is also an inverse at theXML level, that is, the additional tags

which were inserted to witness folding are simply removed again. Since unfolding is also injective,

folding and unfolding are structure-preserving.

In studying the properties of the transformations for format evolution, we do not simply want to check

if a transformation is injective or surjective. We also wantto explicitly specify the inverse transfor-

mations as in the above example. For transformations which are meant to restructure a given DTD,

we plan to point out injective inverses. For transformations which are meant to extend the structure

at one or both levels, we should be able to point out the inverse transformations which remove the

added structure. This also explains how we can discipline structure-reducing transformations. While

they cannot be reversed, they should be conceived as inverses of structure-extending transformations.

4 Refactoring

We start our catalog of roles for format evolution with transformations for refactoring DTDs. By

refactoring we mean structure-preserving transformations intended to improve the structure of DTDs,

2For a uniform terminology, we use the termstructureat both the DTD and the XML level (as opposed tocontent).



or to “massage” the structure so that it becomes more suitable for subsequent adaptations. Structure-

extending and -reducing transformations are considered inSection 5.

4.1 Renaming

As a warm-up, we start with renaming which is a fundamental operator applicable to names of ab-

stractions of any language. For DTDs, there are two abstractions which have to be covered, namely

elements and attributes. Renaming means to replace the corresponding names consistently. Renaming

attribute values is conceivable, too. Replacing text is clearly not to be regarded as proper renaming.

Renaming elements Suppose the original element name isn, and the new element name isn′. At

the DTD level, the following replacements are due. The element type declaration<!ELEMENT n e>

is replaced by<!ELEMENT n′ e> wheree serves as place-holder for the definition ofn.3 Within all

content particles all occurrences ofn have to be located and replaced byn′ as well. At the XML level,

all tags of the form<n>, </n>, and<n/> (optionally with attributes) have to be updated accordingly.

Renaming attributes Renaming attributes is only slightly more interesting. Onespecific property

that we have to cope with is a kind of scope rule. Attributes belong to elements. Renaming an

attribute (name)a to a′ should include the identification of the corresponding element typen. At the

DTD level, we have to lookup the attribute list declaration<!ATTLIST n l>, and then we replacea

by a′ in the listl. At the XML level, similarly, we have to lookup start tags<n l> and empty element

tags<n l/>, and then replacea by a′ in the listl of name-value pairs.

Example 6 The following XSLT template renames the attributelink of the element typealbumref

tourl. If we add the template for the identity transformation (cf.Figure 4), we will obtain a complete

XSLT program.

<xsl:template match="albumref">
<xsl:copy>
<xsl:attribute name="url"> <xsl:value-of select="@link"/> </xsl:attribute>
<xsl:apply-templates select="*|comment()|processing-instruction()|text()"/>
<xsl:apply-templates select="attribute::*[not(name(.)=’link’)]"/>

</xsl:copy>
</xsl:template>

The template matches withalbumref. The attribute value associated withlink is copied using the

new nameurl in the name-value pair. All other attributes are copied without changes.

3In XML terminology,e is calledcontent specification. If e is of the form thatchildrenare specified forn (as opposed
to #PCDATA), then we say thate is built from content particles, namely names, choice and sequence lists of content
particles, and content particles postfixed with “?”, “+”, and “*”.



Properties Renaming admits several universal properties. For renaming elements, these properties

can be explained as follows. It is easy to see that renaming isvalidity-preserving. Renaming is also

reversible. Renamingn to n′ is undone by renamingn′ to n. Thus, renaming is structure-preserving.

At the DTD level, renaming is not total because of the precondition thatn′ must be fresh. The induced

XML transformation is total.

4.2 Introduction and elimination

We describe two auxiliary structure-preserving transformations. One canintroduceelement type

declarations which are not (yet) used in the DTD altogether.Subsequent adaptations are meant to

make use of the new element types. Dually, one caneliminateelement type declarations which are

not used (anymore) in the DTD.

Introduction of element types There are simple preconditions at the DTD level. The introduced

element name must be fresh in the input DTD. The induced XML transformation is the identity

mapping without further requirements, since all element type declarations are completely preserved.

Elimination of element types At the DTD level, an important constraint is that the elementtype

to be eliminated is not used in other declarations. Otherwise, we would create a “non-terminated”

DTD. Furthermore, we require that the element type corresponding to the name of the document type

is never eliminated (cf.album in <!DOCTYPE album SYSTEM "album.dtd"> in Figure 2).

Note that the root element of a valid XML document must match the name of the document type.

These preconditions are sufficient to ensure that actual XMLdata cannot exercise the eliminated

element types. Hence, the identity mapping is the appropriate induced XML transformation.

Properties Clearly, the induced identity mappings are in both cases validity-preserving since the

DTD transformations do not change reachable element type declarations. The induced transforma-

tions are also total. Structure-preservation holds since introduction and elimination are each other

inverses.

4.3 Folding and unfolding

Most forms of abstractions in specification formalisms and programming languages admit two im-

portant dual concepts, that is, folding and unfolding. Refer, for example, to [27], for an in-depth

discussion of these concepts in the context of functional and logic programming. Folding and un-

folding is particularly useful for restructuring DTDs (and, in general, for grammar formalisms). In an

abstract sense, unfolding means to replace the name of an abstraction by the definition of it. Dually,



folding means to introduce a new abstraction according to some identified expression, and then to

replace the expression by the new name. As for DTDs, folding and unfolding is all about elements.
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Figure 5. Form restructuring

Example 7 In Figure 5, folding and unfolding is illustrated in the context of form restructuring. We

start from a form (say DTD) with two top level elementsA and B corresponding to the two main

regions of the form. We want to refactor the structure underlying the regionA in a way that two

subregions are identified. The first fold step points out the first subregionA12 which enclosesA1 and

A2. In the same manner, the second fold step points out the second subregionA34 enclosingA3 and

A4. The unfold step drops the nesting ofA12 andA34 insideA. The final form has now three instead

of two main regions. The splitting of the regionA was achieved by fold-fold-unfold.

DTD level Folding consists of two steps: an introduction step for the new element type, and a

replacement step to refer to the new element type instead of using its definition. It is conceivable

to define unfolding completely dual to folding, that is, after unfolding the corresponding element

type would be eliminated. We do not pursue this approach because, usually, unfolding is only done

in the focus of a particular occurrence of the considered element type.4 Thereby, some references

to the unfolded element type will remain after unfolding, and thus elimination will not be feasible.

Otherwise unfolding behaves completely inverse to folding, that is, the name of an element type is

replaced by its definition.

XML level Folding means to identify XML fragments corresponding to the folded expression, and

to surround them accordingly with the tags for the new element. We postpone discussing details of

the replacement process at both levels until Section 5.2 andSection 5.3. Unfolding is dual to folding,

i.e., the tags for the unfolded element are removed.

4We assume that all our transformations can be applied in afocusas spelled out in [19].



Example 8 The following XSLT template describes unfolding for the element typepersonnel.

Again, if we add the template for the identity transformation (cf. Figure 4), we will obtain a complete

XSLT program.

<xsl:template match="personnel">
<xsl:apply-templates select="*|@*|comment()|processing-instruction()|text()"/>

</xsl:template>

The template applies to elements of typepersonnel. As in the case of the identity transformation,

we descend into all children. However, there is no mentioning of<xsl:copy> (as opposed to the

template for the identity transformations). Thus, the tagsfor personnel are not copied. This

directly implements the idea of unfolding.

Properties At the DTD level, folding is constrained by the preconditionof element type introduc-

tion. Furthermore, we should require that there is indeed anoccurrence of the expression to be folded

away. Dually, unfolding is only meaningful if we focus on at least one occurrence of the correspond-

ing element type. The induced XML transformations for folding and unfolding are total. Folding can

be reversed by unfolding (at both levels). To be precise, unfolding and the replacement step involved

in folding are each other’s inverses at the DTD level. At the XML level, the described insertion

or removal of tags resp. to witness folding and unfolding areobligatory to achieve preservation of

validity.

4.4 Elements vs. attributes

We only sketch the topic of turning attributes into elementsand vice versa. We refer to Section 2.3 for

an example of the former direction. The following correspondences can be established to deal with

element to attribute conversion and vice versa:

• Implied attributes correspond to optional elements.

• Required attributes correspond to obligatory elements.

• The attribute typeCDATA corresponds to#PCDATA content.

Turning a content particle into an attribute declaration A selected content particlee is removed

from the content specification of the selected element typen. The attribute list declaration forn is

extended accordingly. The content particlee has to be of the form “n′” or “ n′?” wheren′ is the name

of an element type. There is no straightforward way to deal with choice lists and with the repetition

operators “+” and “*”. Furthermore, the content specification ofn′ should be#PCDATA, since it is

not obvious how to turn structured content into an attributevalue. The attribute type ofn′ will be

CDATA, and the default declaration forn′ (#REQUIRED vs.#IMPLIED) depends on the form ofe



as pointed out above. Another precondition for the transformation (at the DTD level) is thatn′ must

not yet be used as an attribute name in the attribute list declaration forn.

Turning an attribute declaration into a content particle A selected attribute declarationa is

removed from the attribute list declaration for the selected element typen. We extend the content

specification ofn by a corresponding particle, the location of which needs to be defined explicitly.

The attribute namen′ of a serves as the name of the element type in the content particlee to be

inserted. The particlee will be of the form “n′?” if n′ is an implied attribute, or the form “n′” if n′ is

a required attribute. There is no obvious way to deal with attribute types forn′ other thanCDATA.5

We assume that the introduction of the corresponding element type forn′ (with #PCDATA as content

specification) is done separately before the attribute to element conversion.

XML level An element is turned into a name-value pair by regarding#PCDATA content as aCDATA

value, and by interpreting the element name as an attribute name; similarly for the other direction. If

the element is not present, then we omit the (implied) attribute.

Example 9 The following XSLT template implements an attributes to elements conversion for ele-

ments of typerecording. In fact, all attribute values are turned into corresponding elements.

Therefore, we perform iteration over all attributes (cf.<xsl:for-each select="@*">). The

template is again to be completed by the template for identity transformation (cf. Figure 4). The code

only provides an approximative solution as it ignores the problem that the order of the actual name-

value pairs might differ from the order prescribed in the content specification which was derived from

the attribute list declaration.

<xsl:template match="recording">
<xsl:copy>
<xsl:for-each select="@*">
<xsl:element name = "{name(.)}"> <xsl:value-of select="."/> </xsl:element>
</xsl:for-each>
<xsl:apply-templates/>

</xsl:copy>
</xsl:template>

5 Construction and destruction

As a matter of fact, format evolution is hardly restricted topure restructuring. New structure (say

content) needs to be included. Dually, existing structure (say content) might become obsolete. Two

classes of adaptations are identified for these purposes, namelyconstructionanddestruction. We will

discuss corresponding roles back-to-back since the latterbehave as the inverses of the former. In

format evolution, steps for refactoring, construction, and destruction alternate.

5We can cope with enumerated types for attributes the values of which are then represented as#PCDATA however.



5.1 Generalisation and restriction of expressions

Generality of content particles In the process of extending a format, we need to generalise content

particles; dually for restricting a format. Contrast that with renaming, folding, and unfolding where

we deal with tags only. To reason about generality of contentparticles we define a partial order “<”

on content particles:

e1 < e3 if e1 < e2 ande2 < e3

e1 6< e2 if e2 < e1

e < e?
EMPTY < e?
e+ < e∗

e? < e∗

e < e+

(e1, . . . , en) < (e′1, . . . , e
′
n) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ei < e′i, ej = e′j for j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= i

(e1| · · · |en) < (e′1| · · · |e
′
n) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ei < e′i, ej = e′j for j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= i

(e1| · · · |en) < (e1| · · · |ei−1|ei+1| · · · |en) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n

The first two properties state transitivity and asymmetry. Then, we have a number of properties to deal

with optionals, star- and plus-notation. Afterwards, sequence lists (with associative concatenation) are

addressed. Finally, we address choice lists. It is said, forexample, that a choice with less branches

admits less structure than a choice with more branches. Generality of content particles can be lifted

to generality of DTDs. We say thatd ∈ DTD < d′ ∈ DTD if for all x ∈ XML , d ⊢ x impliesd′ ⊢ x

but not vice versa.

DTD level A replacement of a content particlee by another content particlee′ is called a (DTD)

generalisationif e < e′. In the opposite case (i.e.,e′ < e), the replacement is called a (DTD)

restriction. The specification of “<” clearly indicates how we can generalise; dually for restriction:

A child can be turned into an optional one.EMPTY can be replaced by an optional. Frome we might

also generalise to plus-lists ofe. Finally, we can add alternatives to choice lists.

XML level Initially, we choose the identity mapping as induced XML transformation for both gen-

eralisation and restriction. For the former, no further preconditions are to be ensured since a general-

isation simply relaxes the format. For the latter, we have tocheck that the generality of the original

particle is never exercised. Consider, for example, a restriction of “n+” to “n”. If we encounter an

XML document where we have non-trivial lists of elements of typen, we have to refuse the document

(for the sake of preservation of validity). This is a seriouslimitation. Thus, we give up the idea of the

identity mapping. Instead, we need to perform an XML transformation to simplify the XML data so

that the generality which is removed by the DTD restriction is not exercised anymore. Such a simpli-

fying XML transformationh (say XML restriction) can be characterised via the “<” relation: For all

d ∈ DTD, there exists somed′ ∈ DTD with d′ < d such that for allx ∈ XML with d ⊢ x it holds that

h(x) is defined impliesd′ ⊢ h(x). Now, if thed′ always corresponds to the adapted DTD according



to a DTD restriction, both levels of restriction are properly intertwined. In practice, we will specify

the DTD transformation by a focused replacement of one content particlee by a more restrictive one

e′. We might also specify the XML restrictionh by just a function on content of the forme to content

of the forme′. The function operating on XML can be derived by lifting.

Properties XML generalisations preserve validity because of the way how “<” is defined for DTDs.

XML generalisations are structure-extending simply because the co-domain of the transformation is

not exhausted. The above definition of an XML restriction directly enforces preservation of validity.

XML restrictions are structure-reducing simply because XML data exercising the obsolete generality

will be mapped to a restricted format.

5.2 First intermezzo: Replacing content particles

Replacement at the DTD level is not just relevant for generalisation and restriction where the original

and the resulting content particles are related by “<”. We also encountered replacement in the context

of folding where a content particle had to be replaced by the name of a newly introduced element type.

Further examples are unfolding and renaming. We want to explain the general concept of replacement

in some technical detail.

Replacement can be performed as follows. Given two content particlesu andv, we want to lookup

the occurrences ofu in the input DTD, and we want to replace them byv to derive the output DTD.

If there are multiple matches foru, we process them in some order. For certain transformations, we

might require unique matches. We assume that replacement isalways done in a certain focus, for

example, for a certain element type declaration, or for a certain occurrence of the particleu. It is

important to notice that the operandsu andv can be in general sequence lists of content particles

rather than single particles. In the context of a fold, for example,u is potentially a list of content

particles to be folded, andv is the new element name. Thus, the lookup problem comes down to

associative list pattern matching (cf. [3]) where we try to match part of a listl = (e1, . . . , em) of

content particles from the input DTD againstu. The list l might occur at the top level of a content

specification for an element typen, or in a nested occurrence, e.g., as an alternative of a choice list.

Matching means that we want to findp andq with 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ m such that(ep, . . . , eq) = u. The

list l is to be replaced by the concatenation of(e1, . . . , ep−1), v, and(eq+1, . . . , em).

5.3 Second intermezzo: Matching at the XML level

There is no (completely) determined way how replacement at the XML level would be induced by a

DTD transformation. However, the general matching problempreceding specific replacements (and

also tests for preconditions), that is, the problem to find the content fragments corresponding to the



focus of a DTD transformation is interconnected to the matching problem (i.e., part of the replacement

problem) at the DTD level. There are two cases:

(1.) The sequence listl matching with the operandu occurred at the top level of the element type dec-

laration forn. We can easily locate the elements of typen by looking for matches with<n>f</n>.

Thus, the listl corresponds directly to the fragmentf , that is,f is supposed to match the content spec-

ification l. We split up the fragmentf into fp fu fq according to the associative list pattern matching

at the DTD level. The fragmentfu matchesu, and the surrounding fragmentsfp andfq correspond to

the prefix(e1, . . . , ep−1) and the postfix(eq+1, . . . , em) of l. Note that there is, of course, no 1-1 cor-

respondence of particles to fragments because some elements might be optional, others might be lists.

The kind of matching to determinefp, fu, andfq corresponds to parsing, or—more precisely—to

regular expression pattern matching (cf. [14, 12]).

(2.) Matching rather happens at some level of nesting. Thus,we first need to descend intof to navigate

to the relevant sequence list. This is again a kind of regularexpression pattern matching, i.e., we parse

f according the element definition forn, and we select the right parse subtreef ′ corresponding tol.

Then, we proceed as in the 1st case, i.e., we splitf ′ into fp fu fq and so on.

Once matching is done, one can observefu, for example, to check a certain precondition. One can

also perform an actual replacement, that is,fu is replaced by content forv in the contextfp fu fq. In

the case of unfoldingn′, for example, we know thatfu must be of the form<n′>f ′

u</n′>, and we

simply replacefu by f ′

u, i.e., we omit the tags forn′. In the case of a partial identity transformation

complementing a DTD restriction at the XML level (cf. Section 5.1), we can ensure the precondition

thatfu is covered by the restricted particle by a simple inspectionof fu.

Example 10 Suppose we want to turn an optionalmanager into an obligatory one, i.e., we need

to replacemanager? by manager. The obligation at the XML level is that we make sure that

all elements of typepersonnel contain a manager. This basically means that we locate all XML

content fragments corresponding to the particlemanager?, and then we only have to examine the

matched fragment not to be empty.

5.4 Structure enrichment and removal

In a sense, generalisation means to add possible “branches”to the format, vice versa for restriction.

There is another mode of construction and destruction, thatis, if we want to enrich the content model

or to remove part of it by means of inserting or removing content particles.

DTD level Enrichment can be conceived as a replacement as follows. Given a content particleu

(typically a sequence list(e1, . . . , em)), we want to replace it by another content particlev which

subsumesu in the following sense. The new particlev is of the form(e′1, . . . , e
′

m′) with m′ > m, and



there arei1, . . . , im such that1 ≤ i1 < · · · < im ≤ m′6 ande1 = e′i1 , . . . ,em = e′im . For removal, the

roles ofu andv are flipped. This explanation makes immediately clear that enrichment and removal

can be implemented by means of the replacement procedure discussed in Section 5.2.

XML level To evolve the XML data, we need to insert or to remove elementscorresponding to the

additional or removed particles. In the case of removal, theinduced XML transformation is merely a

projection. Matching is sufficient to select those fragments which should be kept. Insertion is more

delicate. For new particles, we have to decide how suitable content is obtained. As for optional

elements and star-lists of elements, this is easy since the empty content is valid in this case; refer to

Section 2.2 for the example dealing with an optional manager. Otherwise, we have to augment the

transformation for enrichment to supply suitable content.This problem is somewhat similar to the

problem of an XML restriction which had to be provided explicitly to enforce a format (say DTD)

restriction. Due to space constraints, we omit a thorough discussion.

Properties At the DTD level, there is a way to conceive enrichment and removal as each other’s

inverse (and hence they would be structure-preserving). For that purpose, we do not directly consider

DTDs but DTDs with a focus. Then, we can define an equivalence on DTDs (with a focus), where

d ≡ d′ if d andd′ only differ in the focused particle. This point of view emphasizes that the structure-

extending or -reducing behaviour of enrichment and removalessentially happens at the XML level.

Removal of content is structure-reducing because projections are not injective. By duality, enrichment

cannot be surjective, and hence it is structure-extending.

5.5 Attributes

In the same way as we can generalise and restrict choice listsfor element type declarations (cf. Sec-

tion 5.1), we can also extend or shrink enumeration types forattributes. There is also a counterpart

for structure enrichment and removal discussed above, namely attribute addition and removal.

Example 11 Let us consider a simple scenario in the running example. We want to enable DVD

albums. Thus, we need to add another alternative (namely,DVD) to theformat attribute type in the

attribute list declaration forcatalogno:

<!ELEMENT catalogno EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST catalogno label CDATA #REQUIRED

number CDATA #REQUIRED
format (CD | LP | MiniDisc | DVD) #IMPLIED
releasedate CDATA #IMPLIED
country CDATA #IMPLIED>

6If we omitted this condition, we consider permutations of sequence lists. For the sake of orthogonality, permutation
should constitute a separate operation.



6 Concluding remarks

First, we summarise the contribution of the paper. Then, related work is discussed. The paper is

concluded with the formulation of a challenge in transformational programming to effectively support

the proposed style of format evolution.

6.1 Contribution

The paper illustrates how DTD transformations and induced XML counterparts can be employed

to master format evolution problems. The use of transformations supports traceability, and it auto-

mates document migration. The roles of format evolution were inspired by our previous research

on grammar adaptation (cf. [19, 20]). DTD transformations,in a sense, can be conceived as gram-

mar transformations. In [20], we describe how to use term rewriting technology to describe gram-

mar transformations rigorously. This approach would also applicable to DTD transformations since

DTDs are to some extent grammars. Of course, DTDs are not quite context-free grammars or ex-

tended BNFs. We have to cope, for example, with tags, attributes, and references. Also, DTDs and

context-free grammars require different semantic treatments. Consider, for example, fold/unfold ma-

nipulations. They do not affect the string language generated by a context-free grammar. By contrast,

folding/unfolding a DTD changes the content model. The original contribution of the present paper is

the consideration of XML transformationsinducedby the DTD transformations, and the investigation

of schema transformations in the application context of XML.

6.2 Related work

One-level vs. two-level transformation Previous work on XML transformation considers only the

scenario, where a transformational program consumes XML documents of one kind and produces

some output—often some XML document again. In the optimal case, this scenario is applied in

a typeful manner, that is, both inputs and outputs are required to be valid w.r.t. some DTD, and

validity is then enforced dynamically or statically. DTDs are considered as given a-priori. We call this

(common) transformation setupone-level transformation. Another well-known example of one-level

transformation isrefactoringof object-oriented programs (cf. [25, 8]). By contrast, we are concerned

with two-level transformation(in the context of format evolution). In our case, transformation starts

at the DTD level. The induced XML transformations are not typed by fixed DTDs. Conceptually, the

induced XML transformations are generic in the sense that they are feasible for all input DTDs which

satisfy the preconditions of the underlying DTD transformation.

Limitations of XSLT XSLT (Version 1.0) is not optimally suited for XML transformations which

areconceptuallybased on DTD patterns. Most transformations for format evolution indeed are con-



cerned with XML fragments according to DTD patterns as described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.

By contrast, the kind of selection or matching supported by XSLT is based on patterns and axes in the

sense of XPath (cf. [35]). XSLT allows one to constrain typesand ancestors of nodes to be matched.

One can also constrain the position in the list of children. The conditions in matching and selection

may involve various axes to select from different parts of the tree relative to the current node (gen-

erally the node that the XSLT template matches). All this expressiveness, however, does not allow

us to describe matching according to the patterns (consisting of content particles) occurring in ele-

ment type declarations. The need for language support to process an XML document according to the

DTD patterns in a typeful fashion has already been realised by others. In [14, 12],regular expression

pattern matchingis proposed as a language construct.

<xsl:template match="player">
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when
test="preceding-sibling::*[1][self::player]"/>

<xsl:otherwise>
<personnel>
<xsl:apply-templates select="."
mode="players"/>

</personnel>
</xsl:otherwise>

</xsl:choose>
</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="player" mode="players">
<xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates select="*|@*|..."/>

</xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates
select="following-sibling::*[1][self::player]"
mode="players"/>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match ="player[position()=1]">
<xsl:text disable-output-escaping="yes">
<![CDATA[<personnel>]]>

</xsl:text>
<xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates select="*|@*|..."/>
</xsl:copy>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match ="player[position()=last()]">
<xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates select="*|@*|..."/>

</xsl:copy>
<xsl:text disable-output-escaping="yes">
<![CDATA[</personnel>]]>

</xsl:text>
</xsl:template>

Figure 6. Two inconvenient implementations of the fold problem from Section 2.1

Example 12 Let us implement the fold step from the beginning of the paper(cf. Section 2.1). The

plan would be to perform a match withplayer+ (to focus on the lists of players), and to sur-

round the matched players with<personnel> and</personnel>. By contrast, XSLT matching

works element-wise. In Figure 6, we show two XSLT encodings for the folding problem. The left

program catches the first player, and then switches to a different mode to copy all the players. The

additional tags are inserted accordingly (cf.<personnel> ... </personnel>). In a sense, we

parsethe list of players. The right program in Figure 6 is somewhatsimpler but at the expense of

a hopelessly untyped approach. The first and the last player are caught by two independent tem-

plates. The open and close tags are smuggled in as text (cf.<![CDATA[<personnel>]]> and

<![CDATA[</personnel>]]>).

Any XSLT encoding of replacements which have to do with more complex patterns than single ele-

ments requires the simulation of regular expression pattern matching. Such parsers are encoded by

means of several templates, auxiliary modes, variables to accumulate substructures, or what have you.



A less fundamental but annoying problem of available XSLT implementations is thatvalid XML

documents are not enforced statically. Given an XSLT script, there is no guarantee that the input

document will be properly queried, and that a valid output document will be generated. It is not a

fundamental problem. In [23], it is shown that type-checking XML transformations based on a model

covering the essentials of XSLT, namelyk-pebble tree transducers, is decidable.

Other XML transformation frameworks There is an abundance of XML query languages appli-

cable for extraction and restructuring XML data. Refer to [5] for some recent comparative analysis

of some prominent representatives. We want to point out somelanguage proposals originating from

the functional programming field which have something to offer in the context of our specific kind of

transformations. The typed functional language XDuce (cf.[13]) is a statically typed programming

language in the spirit of mainstream functional languages but specialised to the domain of XML pro-

cessing. XDuce supports regular expression types and the aforementioned regular expression pattern

matching to be applicable to XML-kind types. Another functional language for typeful XML trans-

formation is XMλ (cf. [22]). The formula underlying the functional approachis the following: DTDs

are types. XML document fragments are values. Valid XML documents are enforced statically by

type-checking. XML transformations are DTD-typed functions.

A convenient property underlying the XSLT language model, is the genericity which allows us to

achieve easily a full traversal of the input document by means of default templates as in the identity

transformation (cf. Figure 4). One way to recover this genericity in a functional language setting is to

resort to an untyped generic XML representation, and to use asuitable combinator library (cf. [30])

for manipulation. Another way could be based on (typeful) generic programming (cf. [16, 10]).

Database schema evolution There is a large body of related research addressing the problem of

(relational or object-oriented) database schema evolution (cf. [1]). Schema evolution is useful, for

example, in database re- and reverse-engineering (cf. [9]). The schema transformations themselves

can be compared with our format transformations only at a superficial level because of the different

formalisms involved (ER model etc. vs. DTD). However, database schema evolution provides another

instance of a two-level transformation setup since one usually requires an instance mapping for a

schema evolution (cf. [2]). The formal underpinnings of schema transformations have been studied

in great detail, e.g., schema equivalence (cf. [18]), or reversibility of transformations (cf. [9]). There

exist formal frameworks for the definition of schema transformations (cf. [21]), and different cata-

logs have been developed (cf. [1, 4]). Numerous formalisms have been proposed. One appealing

method which also covers the intertwined character of schema transformation and instance mapping

is based on graph transformations, say graph grammars (cf. [15]). This formal approach is reasonably

accessible because of the use of a graphical notation.



6.3 A challenge

For afixedDTD, thedescriptionof both a DTD transformation (for format evolution), and thein-

duced XML transformation is merely a matter of choice of someconvenient transformation language.

We have examined typeful functional XML transformation languages, term rewriting systems, com-

binator libraries, and logic programming. However, thecoupledtreatment of DTD transformations

and induced XML transformations in atypefulandgenericmanner, poses a challenge for formal rea-

soning, type systems, and language design. Consider, for example, a generic fold function, which

takes the particle to be folded, the name of the element type to be introduced, and which returns two

functions, namely a DTD transformation, and a dependently typed XML transformation. How can

we describe such a function so that properties like preservation of validity are implied by the type

of the function? How can the induced character of the XML transformation be made explicit? We

might conceive a DTD transformation as atype transformationt. The induced XML transformation

in turn had to be regarded as a function where source and target are related viat. In [22], it is pointed

out that, indeed, an important topic for future research aregenericdocument transformations, and

generic functional programming (cf. [16, 10]) is considered as a promising framework in this respect.

As yet, it is not clear how generic programming can be made fit to cope with the kind of type and

value transformations relevant in format evolution, especially if we think of a complete coverage of

XML.
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